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100+ Top Web Design Companies in 2022
Looking for top web design companies to create your high-performance website? We analyzed over 3000 web design firms
across the world to help you find the best website designers. Filter, explore and compare the best web design companies,
contact them and choose the best firm to create a great design for your business.

Featured companies

Want to get
featured?
GET FEATURED

Noble Intent Studio
$10,000+
$150 - $199 / hr
<10
SMBs
United States, San
Diego

VIEW VIDEO

We connect client objectives to end-user experience with strategic and
inclusive design and innovation. We specialize in creating results-driven,
accessible websites custom designed and built around our clients’ unique
business goals and content. Business leaders partner with us to ensure
their organizations’ websites provide a great online experience for every
customer. Building and maintaining websites is complex. But through

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line

PROFILE

45% Design

2011

VISIT WEBSITE

VIEW
VIDEO

Within 2-3 weeks

Fivecube
$5,000+
$30 - $49 / hr
10 - 49

VIEW VIDEO

Fivecube is a web solutions agency with a team of dedicated and ambitious
designers, developers, creatives, researchers
Who have a shared love for providing unique web solutions for small and
big organizations, startups (tech and cryptocurrency niches), SaaS ,and
Fintech.

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Startups
United States,
Bristol
2016
Other

Service Line
50% Design

PROFILE

VIEW
VIDEO
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Phenomenon Studio

VIEW VIDEO

Techreviewer Rating

$5,000+

We merge aesthetics with business goals

$50 - $99 / hr

Phenomenon is a digital product studio bolstering a core team of worldclass designers, developers, and a flexible network of multi-specialized
talent.

10 - 49
Startups
Ukraine, Lviv
2019

VISIT WEBSITE

5.0

Service Line
31% Design

PROFILE

VIEW
VIDEO

Within 1 week

Brocoders

VIEW VIDEO

Techreviewer Rating

$25,000+

TOP Rated React.js|Node.js Development Team

$30 - $49 / hr

Brocoders is a technical partner for startups and SMBs. Our main services
are full-cycle software development and team augmentation.
Looking for a trusted and experienced dev team for your product or want to
enhance your development team with top specialists - get in touch with us
and get a consultation from our tech experts.

50 - 99
Startups

VISIT WEBSITE

5.0

Estonia, Tallinn
2014

PROFILE

Service Line

Within 1 week

10% Design

Cinnamon Agency

VIEW VIDEO

$5,000+

All software, zero nonsense.

$50 - $99 / hr

Results-focused design & development agency.
Extend your team with our high performing specialists or hire us to shape
your product from scratch. Either way, we’ll get your product off the ground
and build momentum for your success.

50 - 99
Startups

VIEW
VIDEO

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Croatia, Zagreb
2014
Within 1 week

Service Line
20% Design

PROFILE

VIEW
VIDEO
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JetUp Digital
$5,000+
$20 - $29 / hr
10 - 49
Startups
Ukraine,

VIEW VIDEO

JetUp Digital team is committed to deliver the app and web experience that
will take your business to the next level. We are a Ukraine-based web
agency with 20 devoted developers on board.
Service Line

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

23% Design

Khmelnytskyi

PROFILE

2018

VIEW
VIDEO

Within 1 week

TRooInbound Private Limited

VIEW VIDEO

$5,000+

Innovating Marketing Materials

$20 - $29 / hr

We are a team of tech transformers that fulfill your Web design and
development needs.

50 - 99
Enterprise
India, Ahmedabad
2017
Within 1 week

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line
50% Design

PROFILE

VIEW
VIDEO
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Five Jars

VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

DIGITAL. CREATIVITY. EXPERIENCE.

$100 - $149 / hr

Five Jars is an international Drupal, Web Development, Web Design, and
Strategy company led by leaders with 10+ years of experience serving mid
to enterprise clients in health & fitness, media, art & culture and NGO
markets.

100 - 249
SMBs

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

United States, New
York

Service Line

2017
Within 1 week

40% Design

snig.digital
<$5,000

Crystallizing functional beauty from your ideas

$50 - $99 / hr

snig.digital is a design studio based in Kyiv, Ukraine.
Our goal is to deliver high-level design with less involvement from the
client. You can focus on growing your business while we care about the
image.

<10
SMBs

PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Ukraine, Kyiv
2021

Service Line

Within 2-3 weeks

100% Design

Felice Agency
$10,000+

When it has to be incredible.

$100 - $149 / hr

The Felice Agency is a Design Agency and Marketing Strategy service
provider. It specializes in Logo Design, Web Designing (UI/UX), Marketing
Strategy, Market Research, Public Relations, Advertising and Social Media
services. Founded by Tony Felice in 2008, the company is routinely listed to
the top 10 best PR Firms, Advertising Agencies, Digital Marketing
Companies and Web Design Firms in Phoenix and San Diego.

10 - 49
SMBs
United States, San
Diego
2008
Within 1 week

PROFILE

Service Line
50% Design

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE
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E-UX.PRO

VIEW VIDEO

$5,000+

User first. Experience matter.

$50 - $99 / hr

E-UX.PRO design digital solutions such as services, e-commerce stores,
apps, and interfaces with concern for their UX!

10 - 49

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Service Line

SMBs
United Kingdom,

41% Design

London

PROFILE

2018

VIEW
VIDEO

Within 2-3 weeks

Devima Solutions
$10,000+
$30 - $49 / hr
10 - 49
Startups
Ukraine, Lviv
2017

High-Quality Delivery on Time and Budget. If it matters - you’re on the right
way!
Devima Solutions is a software development company that builds solutions
for Insurance, EdTech, Real Estate, Healthcare, and other companies.
We provide full-cycle custom software development with apparent business
goals, strong management, maintained deadlines, and skilled tech unit.

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line
45% Design

PROFILE

Other

Vonnda

VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

Your Digital Solution Agency

$150 - $199 / hr

Vonnda is more than just another web agency from San Francisco. Yes, we
create clever digital strategies, design attractive websites, and develop web
solutions that are fast, reliable, and secure. We also build and maintain
digital solutions for clients of all sizes that yield measurable growth. But
that’s just a portion of what we’re all about and the most important
component is you. Your business, your goals, and your aspirations are what

10 - 49
SMBs
United States, San
Francisco, CA, USA
2010
Within 1 week

Service Line
50% Design

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE
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Humbleteam
$10,000+
$50 - $99 / hr
10 - 49

Humbleteam is a product design agency that helps startups and
enterprises design and reinvent digital products.
The agency’s clients have raised over $500M on the strength of products
produced by the team.

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Startups
United States, New
York

Service Line
84% Design

2017

PROFILE

Within 1 week

SolveIt

VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

Let’s Solve It Together!

$30 - $49 / hr

SolveIt is a trusted full-service software development company oriented
towards Europe and North America, offering the one-stop-shop for all your
business solutions and requirements. We build a long-term relationship
with our clients and offer a full range of services: from software
development, design and support to the product strategy and launch.

50 - 99
SMBs

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Poland, Warszawa
2016

Service Line

Within 1 week

17% Design

Parachute Design Group Inc.
$25,000+

Doing good work for good people.

$100 - $149 / hr

Parachute Design is a top web design agency hand-crafting beautiful
website design and branding since 2003.

10 - 49
SMBs
Canada, Toronto
2003
Within 2-3 weeks

PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line
50% Design

PROFILE
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Bright Bright Great
$75,000+

Rule #76 No excuses. Play like a champion.

$150 - $199 / hr

Bright Bright Great has successfully built, managed and maintained web
applications for our clients since 2007.
Bright Bright Great (“BBG”), established in 2007, is a Chicago, IL brand
strategy agency focused on creating world-class brands, products, and
experiences that delight and engage audiences.

10 - 49
SMBs

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

United States,
Chicago
2007
Within 2-3 weeks

Service Line
35% Design

Visualwebz LLC
$5,000+

Seattle Web Design & Marketing Professionals

$50 - $99 / hr

Specialists in web development, SEO, and digital marketing.

<10

Service Line

SMBs

PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

17% Design

United States,
Seattle

PROFILE

2008
Within 1 week

OSM

VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

OSM services tailored to your business needs.

$30 - $49 / hr

OSM is a pack of creative, analytical, and organized individuals who work
together to find the best solution for their clients.

50 - 99
SMBs
Serbia, Belgrade
2011
Within 1 week

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line
17% Design

PROFILE
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SumatoSoft
$25,000+

We help companies to digitalize their businesses.

$50 - $99 / hr

SumatoSoft is a software development company that specializes in creating
custom software applications tailored specifically to fit your business
needs. SumatoSoft focuses on transparent cooperation and excellence of
work; therefore, each project begins with a diving into and true
understanding of the client's needs.
After years of custom business software development, we thoroughly

50 - 99
SMBs
United States,
Boston

Service Line

2012
Within 2-3 weeks

$50 - $99 / hr
10 - 49

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE

10% Design

UPQODE
$5,000+

VISIT WEBSITE

VISIT WEBSITE

UPQODE is a well-known leading company in the WordPress field. It’s a
customer-focused quality-driven digital marketing and web design strategy.
The professionals in such spheres as web design, web development, digital
strategies, SEO, and marketing are working to implement the business
goals and deliver values.

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Startups
United States,
Nashville

Service Line
23% Design

2015

PROFILE

Within 2-3 weeks

The Story: UX design + Software developme
nt
$5,000+

Approach. Design. Expertise. Contract. Pricing. 😍

$50 - $99 / hr

THE STORY is an award-winning Poland-based UX & web development
company. We are serving startups and corporate clients from Germany,
Switzerland, US, and Poland. Focus: UX/UI Design based on Business
Analysis, Product Design, Python, Django, and AWS.

10 - 49
Startups

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Poland, Warsaw
2009
Within 2-3 weeks

Service Line
40% Design

PROFILE
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Fireart Studio
$10,000+
$50 - $99 / hr

Fireart Studio is a boutique design and software development company.
They have 50+ JS and design experts on board and 6+ years of experience
in building digital projects from scratch or refreshing existing ones.

50 - 99

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Enterprise
Poland, Warsaw
2013

Service Line
20% Design

PROFILE

Within 2-3 weeks

InGenious Guru

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

<$5,000

Trusted digital marketing agency

$20 - $29 / hr

Ingenious Guru specializes in Digital Marketing and offer their clients
complete web based solutions. With InGenious Guru functional strategies,
you can increase your company's rank on top in search engines.

5.0

Service Line

PROFILE

50 - 99
Startups
United States,
Beaver Creek
2016
Within 1 week

50% Design

ProArea

VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

Experts in Mobile & Web Development

$50 - $99 / hr

Ukraine, Kharkiv

300+ realized projects
15+ countries
300 000 hours of development
96% happy customers
100% developers with a Master's Degree in Computer Science
You need the best result. You will get it. With us.

2016

Service Line

50 - 99
Enterprise

Within 2-3 weeks

15% Design

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE
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Each of us knows how important it is to have a high-quality and unique design for a web project. Many business owners currently use the term
“user experience” or UX when they talk about what happens when customers visit a website. This is because Internet users have higher
expectations about web design and all these expectations will continue to grow in the future.
These expectations start with the content, but they also have high expectations when it comes to good website design. Some are related to
navigation (UI), but it also depends on general look of a website. Some elements such as backgrounds, color schemes, fonts, videos,
infographics and layouts will continue to grow in importance when it comes to professional web design.
Every industry is developing, and design agencies market is currently saturated. Choosing right design firm for web designing is not easy. We
did a great job for you. We analyzed more than 3000 design companies and selected the best design firms.
Before choosing a suitable web design company for your project, evaluate it using the following criteria:
Case Studies. It is necessary to pay attention to portfolios and work already completed;
Clear, transparent budget;
Close communication;
Guarantees;
Finally, an important criterion for evaluating studio work is the price/quality ratio.

What Are some Web Design Services?
A web designing company can provide you services for creation your business or personal website. A web design company can fully cover all
your requirements. They customize everything thing according to your need.
Here are some of the services provided by web design companies:
Website design
Website mockups
Website development
Logo design
Graphic design
Landing page designs
UX/UI Design
Content creation
These are just a few of the services that web design companies can provide. There are a huge number of companies, which is why it is
extremely difficult to find a reliable contractor. Therefore, we have compiled the list of leading companies that specialize in the development of
web design and related services.

Web Design RFP: What to Include and Why It's Important?
Things to include in a website RFP are:
1. Project review
This part includes the major information. And it will determine whether your project is worth the supplier's time or not.
2. Company background
Tell the vendor about yourself, your company, and the audience you target.
3. Core objectives
Be clear about the problems that you and your users face. Focus on what you want to achieve with your new website.
4. Project scope and deliverables
Here write about specific services you need like a website, video production, etc.
5. Sitemap
The format of your website has a great impact on your users. A site map will act as a table of contents for your website.
6. Timeline and milestones
This will answer the question of when you would want your project to go live.
7. Functional requirements
Write about your technical requirements such as payment processing, integrations, or user logins.
8. Budget
Mention the budget of your project.
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9. Criteria for selection
Tell about the criteria you will be using while choosing vendors.
Importance of web RFP:
RFPs aids government agencies and non-profits to ensure them that your project is trustworthy. Also, it determines transparency. It tells the
public that they play a role in the project's goals and vendor choices. It helps organizations to know the success of the project.

How Much Should a Website Design Cost?
A good website is a very important sales and marketing tool, so it must be done professionally. This is the key point of your marketing strategy.
Website design is the first thing potential customers pay attention to before making a purchase or contacting you.
The cheapest way to create a website is to use custom templates. The cost can range from a few hundred dollars to $ 3,000 or more, but keep in
mind that this approach is time consuming and costly.
The next option for creating your own website design is to hire a freelance designer. Freelancers have different levels of experience and work,
so prices vary a lot. Depending on the goals, the cost of a freelancer service can range from $2,000 to $5,000 for a simple design and from
$10,000 to $20,000 for a more complex website design with different templates.
Hiring an agency to design your website can cost a lot more but you get a team of professionals who have experience. A simple website
redesign can cost between $15,000 and $30,000 depending on the amount of work, while websites with more pages, complex functionality, and
more unique needs can cost between $40,000 and $75,000.

10 Questions to Ask Web Design Companies Before Hiring One?
It is important to ask questions when hiring a company because it will determine the quality of website designing you are going to get. By asking
the right questions before hiring the company, you will seem well prepared.
Choosing a company must be hard when every other company is claiming to be the best. Here are some questions you can ask tfor potential
vendor.
1. What services, besides web design, do you offer?
2. Do you make custom web designs?
3. Can you provide a portfolio and successfully completed projects?
4. Do you have any experience in our business field or similar projects?
5. Time scope and how long will it take to finish the project?
6. Who will be working on a design and what are their qualifications?
7. What is included in the price and will we have any additional fees?

How to Find a Good Web Design Company?
Websites serve as online showrooms for your products/items and services. You might want your website design to excite customers and
represent your company when you choose a company to design your website.
When it comes to designing your website, your brand values will be a good place to start. You should also think about what the visitor’s
perspective is going to be. Every aspect/factor of your website’s design should contribute to the ultimate purpose. You can express your
company in a unique and different way if you have good control or experience in designing websites. As said above websites serve as online
showrooms for your goods and services. You can also find a good web designing company by asking those questions about how would they deal
you and the procedure that it would take to build your web design. You can also design your own website if you are experienced enough.
Use our list of the top companies that specialize in web design. You can compile a comparison list, view their portfolios, and contact the
companies that interest you the most.

What Does a Web Design Company Do?
This has to be one of the most frequently asked questions. To understand this question, we must first go over the principles of web
development.
It may appear that creating a website is simple, but there is a lot more to it than meets the eye. This is why the majority of individuals opt to
have their website professionally designed by a web design firm.
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A web design company's job involves:
Identifying the client's needs and objectives, as well as offering a cost estimate for the website's development.
Performing contract negotiations between the corporation and the client.
Creating visuals, as well as color palettes, layouts, and fonts, while adhering to markup and style guidelines.
Creating the site's database and ensuring that it will function properly.
Hosting the website and troubleshooting any issues.
Increasing the website's search engine position and registering the domain.
Additionally, re-designing webpages for both existing and new clientele.

How much do web design companies charge for their services?
Have you been trying to figure out how much a website will cost? Several surveys have shown that the hourly rate for a web design company is
usually vary between $30 – $60 per hour.
However, website design for a business website can cost anywhere from $5,000 to $10,000, incorporating the typical cost of setting up,
designing, structure building, and posting unique content for a basic website starting at $6,000.
This fee also covers site upkeep and customer training. A personalized website will almost certainly cost extra, but calculating how much you
should budget is rather straightforward.

How to Сhoose a Web Design Company?
Choosing the right web Design Company can prove to be a challenging task itself. Several factors separate different companies from one and
another.
It's critical to find a web design company that is well reputed, experienced, and trustworthy, with a qualified employees and demonstrable
knowledge in web design and related disciplines such as web development, SEO, and digital marketing, to build the site according to your
needs.
You can perform the following steps to ensure that you choose the right company:
Look into the organization reviews on the internet.
Visit the website of the prospective agency and judge their work.
Take a look at their portfolio, some of the websites they've created.
Make a list of your website's must-haves, factors you want to include in your website.
Make sure they know of your time constraint and budget.
Call them to discuss your project and set up a meeting.
Check to see if they are familiar with CMS.

David Malan
Techreviewer author

